**NAMEPLATE DATA**

- **MODEL:** 1988258
- **CUST PN:** B8842
- **HP:** 1.5
- **ROT. CPW:** PEM .254
- **TYPE CX:** C
- **FRAME:** 56 Y
- **VOLT:** 208–230
- **AMP:** 3
- **F: 9.6-8.9
- **DUTY:** CONT
- **ENCLOSURE:** ODP
- **THERMALLY PROTECTED

**EXTERNAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM**

1. For threaded shaft exit, eccentricity of threaded position of shaft is held within 0.0005 total gage reading with indicator on O.D. of ground ring cage. As shown, the cage being stationary with respect to the rotor.

2. End play not to exceed 0.010 (26) measured with no thrust.

3. All dimensions shown in parenthesis are reference dimensions.

4. Finish paint to be black.

5. Reference model: B8842.

**PERFORMANCE CURVE**

- **SAMPLE:** 14700S11
- **DEG1043

**EXTERNAL COMPONENTS**

- **FILE#:** CONE
- **FILE# GUIDE:** PENDING PENDING PENDING
- **CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION:**